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We study the conductance of three or more semi-infinite wires which meet at a junction. The electrons in the
wires are taken to interact weakly with each other through a short-range density-density interaction, and they
encounter a general scattering matrix at the junction. We derive the renormalization-group equations satisfied
by the S-matrix, and we identify its fixed points and their stabilities. The conductance between any pair of
wires is then studied as a function of physical parameters such as temperature. We discuss the possibility of
observing the effects of junctions in present day experiments, such as the four-terminal conductance of a
quantum wire and crossed quantum wires.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in the fabrication of semiconductor
erostructures have made it possible to study electronic tr
port in a variety of geometries. Recent studies of ballis
transport through a quantum wire~QW! have brought out the
important role played by both scattering centers and the
teractions between the electrons inside the QW. Theore
studies using a renormalization-group~RG! analysis show
that repulsive interactions between electrons tend to incre
the effective strength of the scattering as one goes to lon
distance scales;1 experimentally, this leads to a decrease
the conductance as the temperature is reduced or the
length is increased.2 Considerable effort has also gone in
understanding the effects of~Fermi! leads,3 multiple
impurities,4 and also contacts.5 Motivated by the understand
ing of the effects of scattering in a one-dimensional proble
we are led to address the following question in this wo
what is the effect of interactions between electrons on
conductance of more complicated geometrical structu
such as three or more QW’s meeting at a junction? T
problem has been studied before in Ref. 6; as explained
low, our model differs from theirs in certain ways, and o
results are quite different. We will show that for the case
weak interactions, the effects of a junction~characterized by
an arbitrary scattering matrixS) on the conductance can b
understood in great detail by using a RG technique in
duced in Ref. 7. We will also complement this with a stu
of the effects of certain special kinds of junctions for ar
trary electron interaction to gain a more complete picture

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we w
define a junction in terms of a scattering matrix, and we w
provide a microscopic lattice model of a junction. In Sec. I
we will discuss an interacting theory of spinless fermions
the presence of anS matrix at the junction, and we wil
enumerate some of the specialS matrices for which the
theory can be bosonized. Section IV will contain a derivat
of the RG equations for the junctionSmatrix for the case of
weak interactions in the wires. In Sec. V, we will study t
fixed points of the RG equations and their stabilities for
case of three wires meeting at a junction. Wherever poss
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we will compare our weak-interaction results with the exa
results available from bosonization. In Sec. VI, the results
the previous section will be used to study the conductanc
a three-wire system as a function of the temperature in
vicinity of one of the fixed points. In Sec. VII, we will con
sider the temperature dependence of the four-terminal c
ductance of a quantum wire~which is often studied experi
mentally!. In Sec. VIII, we will study the fixed points and
stabilities of the RG equations of a four-wire system, and
four-terminal conductance. In Sec. IX, we will briefly dis
cuss how to extend the previous analysis to the case of s
ful fermions. We will make some concluding remarks~in-
cluding a comparison of our model to that given in Ref. 6! in
Sec. X.

II. A MODEL FOR THE JUNCTION

To study the problem, we first need a model for the jun
tion. Let us assume thatN semi-infinite wires meet at a junc
tion. The wires are parametrized by coordinatesxi , i
51,2, . . . ,N. The junction is the point where all thexi are
simultaneously equal to 0. We adopt the convention that e
xi increases from 0 as one goes outwards from the junc
along wirei. Let us denote the incoming and outgoing on
electron wave functions on wirei by c I i (xi) and cOi(xi),
respectively~we are ignoring the spin labels for the mo-
ment!; see Fig. 1. For a given wave numberk.0, these
wave functions are proportional to the plane waves e
(2ikxi) and exp(ikxi).

The coefficients of the plane waves are related to e
other by anN3N scattering matrix calledS. Denoting the
incoming and outgoing wave functions at the junction by t

FIG. 1. Picture of a single wire showing the incoming and o
going directions and the junction atx50.
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columnsc I(0) andcO(0), wehave the relation

cO~0!5Sc I~0!. ~1!

Clearly, S must be unitary.~If we want the system to be
invariant under time reversal,S must also be symmetric.!
The diagonal entries ofS are the reflection amplitudesr ii ,
while the off-diagonal entries are the transmission am
tudest i j to go from wirej to wire i.

It is useful, though not necessary, to have in mind a
croscopic model of a junction with a unitary and symmet
S matrix. A simple lattice model for this is shown in Fig.
for the case of three wires labeled byi 51,2,3. The junction
is the site labeled as 0, while the sites on the wires h
labels going from 1 tò . The electrons hop from site to sit
with a hopping constant which is21 on all bonds except the
three bonds which join the sites labeled as 1 with the ju
tion; on those three bonds, we take the hopping constan
be the real numbers2ui . In addition, we have a chemica
potentiall at the junction, while the chemical potential o
all the other sites is 0. The momenta of the electrons go fr
2p to p ~taking the lattice spacing to be 1!; the dispersion
relation is given byE522 cosk. Since the chemical poten
tial is zero at all sites except one, the system is at half filli
and the Fermi points lie at6kF wherekF5p/2. For incom-
ing momentak close tokF , we find that the entries of theS
matrix are given by

r ii 5
2ui

2

D
21,

t i j 5
2uiuj

D
,

where

D5 (
k51

3

uk
21 il. ~2!

FIG. 2. Picture of the lattice model for three wires meeting a
junction.
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This matrix is both unitary and symmetric, although it is n
the most general possible matrix with those properties.

III. TOMONAGA-LUTTINGER LIQUIDS WITHOUT SPIN

Let us now discuss the fermion fields in some more det
We will consider a single wire for the moment, so that t
label i can be dropped. Since all low-energy and lon
wavelength processes are dominated by modes near
Fermi points6kF , let us write the second-quantized fie
C(x) ~which implicitly contains both fermion annihilation
operators and wave functions! as

C~x!5C I~x!e2 ikFx1CO~x!eikFx. ~3!

Note that the fieldsC I and CO defined in Eq.~3! vary
slowly on the scale of the inverse Fermi momentumkF

21 ,
since we have separated out the rapidly varying functi
exp(6ikFx). We will henceforth use the notationC I andCO
for these slowly varying second-quantized fields, rather th
the incoming and outgoing fields defined earlier. For the
fields, we will only be interested in Fourier components w
momentak which satisfyuku!kF . We can then make a linea
approximation for the dispersion relations which take t
form E56\vFk for the fieldsCO and C I , respectively,
wherevF is the Fermi velocity.~For instance, for the lattice
model discussed above,vF52 sinkF.) We will also assume
that the entries of theS matrix do not vary withk in the
limited range of momenta in which we are interested.

We now introduce a model for interactions between el
trons. Let us consider a short-range density-density inte
tion of the form

H int5
1

2E E dxdyr~x!V~x2y!r~y!, ~4!

whereV(x) is a real and even function ofx, and the density
r is given in terms of the fermion field asr(x)
5C†(x)C(x). Using Eq.~3!, we find that

r~x!5C I
†C I1CO

† CO1C I
†COei2kFx1CO

† C Ie
2 i2kFx.

~5!

We can now rewrite the interaction in Eq.~4! in a simple
way if V(x) is so short ranged that the argumentsx andy of
the two density fields can be set equal to each other wher
possible.~In doing so, we will be ignoring terms which hav
a scaling dimension greater than 2, and are therefore ir
evant in the RG sense. We note that the assumption
short-ranged interaction is often made in the context of
Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid~TLL ! description of systems o
interacting fermions in one dimension.! Using the anticom-
mutation relations between different fermion fields, w
obtain

H int5g2E dxC I
†C ICO

† CO , ~6!

whereg2 is related to the Fourier transform ofV(x) as g2

5Ṽ(0)2Ṽ(2kF). @Note thatg2 is zero if V(x) is a d func-
tion, soV(x) should have a finite range in order to have
effect.# Thus the interaction depends on a single param
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g2 on each wire. Different wires may have different values
this parameter which we will denote byg2i . For later use,
we define the dimensionless constants

a i5
g2i

2p\vF
, ~7!

where we assume that the velocityvF is the same on al
wires.

For many problems involving a Tomonaga-Luttinger li
uid, it is useful to bosonize the theory.8,9 For spinless fermi-
ons, the bosonic theory is characterized by two quantit
namely, the velocity of the bosonic excitationsv, and a di-
mensionless parameterK which is a measure of the interac
tions between the fermions.~Typically, K governs the expo-
nents which appear in the power-law falloffs of vario
correlation functions in the theory.! For a model defined on
the entire real line with the interaction parameterg2 or a
defined above, we find that8

v5vF~12a2!1/2,

K5S 12a

11a D 1/2

. ~8!

Thus K51 for noninteracting fermions, whileK,1 for
short-range repulsive interactions. For weak interactions,
see thatv5vF while K512a to first order ina. In this
work, we will be interested in the case in which the intera
tions are weak and repulsive, i.e., the parametersa i are all
positive and small.

Although bosonization is a very powerful technique, it
not always possible to bosonize a system of interacting
mions with boundaries. In particular, for our system of int
est, i.e., three or more semi-infinite wires meeting at a ju
tion with some arbitraryS matrix defined at that point
bosonization is a difficult task in general. The reason is t
although one can always find linear combinations of the
coming and outgoing fermion fields which unitarily diag
nalize theS matrix, the four-fermion interactions in the bul
of the wires are generally not diagonal in terms of the sa
linear combinations. Conversely, the interactions in the b
of the wires can be bosonized, but it is then generally
clear what boundary conditions should be imposed on
bosonic fields at the junction.

However, it is possible to bosonize the system easily
some special forms of theS matrix at the junction. For the
case of three wires, there seem to be only six such for
These are as follows.

~i! Case I: Hereur 11u5ur 22u5ur 33u51, and all the other
entries of theS matrix are zero. This can be realized by t
lattice model of Fig. 2 if we take the limitl→`. This case
corresponds to the three wires being disconnected from e
other. Each wire can then be bosonized by an unfolding te
nique described in Ref. 9.

~ii ! Cases II–IV: In case II,ur 33u5ut12u5ut21u51, and all
the other entries ofS are zero. This can be realized by o
lattice model if we setu35l50 andu15u2Þ0. This cor-
responds to wire 3 being disconnected from wires 1 and
the latter two have perfect transmission into each other. W
f
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3 can be bosonized as in case i, while wires 2 and 3 can
bosonized as a single infinite wire. Similarly, there are t
other cases, called cases III and IV, which are obtained fr
case II by cyclically permuting the three wires. We note th
cases I–IV are all invariant under time reversal, if we choo
all the entries of theS matrix to be real.

~iii ! Cases V and VI: In case V,ut21u5ut32u5ut13u51, and
all the other entries ofS are zero. No matter how the phas
of the three nonzero entries ofS are chosen, this is not in
variant under time reversal.~Therefore it cannot be realize
by our lattice model for any choice of the parametersui ,l,
andkF .) This can be thought of as three infinite wires wi
chiral fields; for instance, one such wire is the incoming fie
along wire 1 which transmits perfectly into the outgoing fie
along wire 2. Finally, we have case VI obtained by tim
reversing case V, namely,ut12u5ut23u5ut31u51, and all the
other entries ofS are zero. Cases V and VI can both b
bosonized.

Before ending this section, we would like to make som
remarks about the physical applicability of cases V and VI
we think of the three wires as having finite widths, with th
incoming and outgoing waves running along two differe
edges of each wire, then the forms of theSmatrices in cases
V and VI are very similar to those describing the edge sta
of a quantum Hall system. However, the value ofK in a
quantum Hall system is fixed by the filling fraction of th
~two-dimensional! bulk of the system, not by the interactio
between the edge states.~In fact, the interactions between th
states at the opposite edges of a quantum Hall system
often ignored because of their spatial separation.! In contrast
to this, our model of the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquids in th
wires and our derivation of the RG equations for theSmatrix
given below both depend on the short-range interaction
tween the incoming and outgoing modes on each w
Hence the results obtained by us may not be applicabl
quantum Hall systems.

IV. RENORMALIZATION-GROUP EQUATIONS
FOR THE S MATRIX

Rather than employ bosonization to study the case of
arbitrarySmatrix, we use an instructive and physically tran
parent method introduced in Ref. 7 to directly obtain R
equations for the entries of theS matrix in the presence o
electron interactions~provided that the interactions ar
weak!. The basic idea of this method is the following. In th
presence of a nonzero reflection amplituder ii , the density of
noninteracting fermions in wirei has Friedel oscillations
with wave number 2kF . When a weak interaction is turne
on, an electron scatters from these oscillations by an amo
proportional to the parametera i . Yue et al.7 use this idea to
derive the RG equations for an arbitraryS matrix located at
the junction of two semi-infinite wires. In the limits of bot
weak scattering (r 11→0) and strong scattering (ur 11u→1),
their results reduce to those known from bosonization.1,9 We
will use the same idea for a junction of more than two wire
Not surprisingly, we will find that the results are much rich
than those for two wires.

Let us briefly present the method of Yueet al.7 We first
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derive the form of the density oscillations in one particu
wire given that there is a reflection coefficientr for waves
coming in along that wire. For a momentum in the vicinity
kF , we can write the wave function in the form

ck~x!5e2 i (k1kF)x1rei (k1kF)x, ~9!

whereuku!kF . In the ground state of the noninteracting sy
tem, the density is given by

^r~x!&5E
2`

0 dk

2p
ck* ~x!ck~x!, ~10!

where we have used the fact that only states with energy
than EF ~i.e., momenta less thankF) are occupied, and we
have extended the lower limit to2` for convenience.~Al-
ternatively, we can impose a cutoff at the lower limit of th
form exp(ek), and take the limite→0 at the end of the cal
culation!. We then find thatr has a constant piecer0 ~which
can be eliminated by normal ordering the density operat!,
and anx-dependent piece given by

^r~x!&2r05
i

4px
~r * e2 i2kFx2rei2kFx!. ~11!

Using the expression in Eq.~5!, we see that the expectatio
value ^C I

†C I1CO
† CO& is a constant, while

^CO
† C I&5

ir *

4px
,

^C I
†CO&52

ir

4px
. ~12!

Note that there is also a contribution tor(x) from the waves
transmitted from the other wires; however those are indep
dent ofx and can be absorbed inr0. Thus the Friedel oscil-
lations Eq.~11! in a given wire only arise from reflection
within that wire.

Next we derive the reflection of the fermions from th
Friedel oscillations, using a Hartree-Fock decomposition
the interaction in Eq.~6!. The reflection is caused by th
following terms in the decomposition:

H int52g2E
0

`

dx~^CO
† C I&C I

†CO1^C I
†CO&CO

† C I !,

52
ig2

4pE0

`dx

x
~r * C I

†CO2rCO
† C I !, ~13!

where we have used Eq.~12! to write the second equation
Now we can derive the amplitude to go from a given inco
ing wave with momentumk to an outgoing wave~or vice
versa! under the action of exp(2iH intt). The amplitude is
given by
r

-

ss

n-

f

-

2 i E dk8

2p
2pd~Ek2Ek8!uoutgoing,k8&

3^outgoing,k8uH intu incoming,k&

5uoutgoing,k&
ig2r

4p\vF
E

0

`dx

x
e2 i2kx,

~14!

where we have used Eq.~13!, the dispersion relationEk
5\vFk @so that d(Ek2Ek8)5(1/\vF)d(k2k8)], and the
wave functions exp(6ikx) of the outgoing and incoming
waves, respectively. The integral overx in Eq. ~14! is diver-
gent at the lower end; we therefore introduce a short-dista
cutoff d there. The amplitude in Eq.~14! then reduces to

2
ar

2
ln~kd! ~15!

plus pieces which remain finite askd→0; we have used Eq
~7! here. Similarly, the amplitude to go from an outgoin
wave to an incoming wave is given by

ar *

2
ln~kd!. ~16!

These reflections from the Friedel oscillations can then
combined along with theSmatrix at the junction to calculate
the corrections to theSmatrix. For instance, considerr ii . To
first order in the interaction parametersa i , this gets correc-
tions from the following processes. An incoming wave
wire i can either~i! turn into an outgoing wire on the sam
wire with the amplitude in Eq.~15! ~with r replaced byr ii in
that expression!; ~ii ! get reflected from the junction with am
plitude r ii thereby turning into an outgoing wave, turn ba
into an incoming wave according to Eq.~16!, then get re-
flected again from the junction; or~iii ! transmit through the
junction into wirej ~with j Þ i ) with amplitudet j i , turn from
an outgoing wave to an incoming wave on wirej according
to Eq. ~16! ~with r replaced byr j j ), then transmit back
through the junction to wirei with amplitudet i j . The cor-
rection tor ii is, therefore,

drii 52Aii ln~kd!,

where

Aii 52
1

2 F2a i r i i 1a i ur ii u2r ii 1(
j Þ i

a j t i j r j j* t j i G . ~17!

Similarly, the transmission amplitudet j i from wire i to wire
j can get corrections from the following processes. The
coming wave on wirei can either~i! get reflected from the
junction with amplituder ii , turn back into an incoming
wave according to Eq.~16!, and then transmit into wirej
with amplitudet j i ; ~ii ! transmit into to wirej first, turn into
an incoming wave on wirej according to Eq.~16!, then get
reflected from the junction with amplituder j j ; or ~iii ! trans-
mit into a wirek ~with kÞ i , j ), turn into an incoming wave
in wire k according to Eq.~16! ~with r replaced byr kk), then
transmit into wirej with amplitudet jk . Hence the correction
to t j i is
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dtji 52Aji ln~kd!,

where

Aji 52
1

2 Fa i t j i ur ii u21a j ur j j u2t j i 1 (
kÞ i , j

akt jkr kk* tkiG .
~18!

Yue et al. then derive the RG equations for theS matrix
which is now considered to be a function of a distance sc
L; they show that2 ln(kd) in Eqs.~17! and ~18! can effec-
tively be replaced bydl, wherel 5 ln(L/d). The RG equa-
tions, therefore, take the form

drii

dl
5Aii ,

dti j
dl

5Ai j , ~19!

whereAii andAi j are given above. We can write Eqs.~19! in
a simpler way. Given the matrixS and the parametersa i
~which do not flow under the RG!, we can define a diagona
matrix F whose entries are

Fii 52
1

2
a i r i i . ~20!

Then the RG equations can be written in the matrix form

dS

dl
5SF†S2F. ~21!

This is the central result of our work. One can verify fro
Eq. ~21! that S continues to remain unitary under the R
flow; it also remains symmetric if it begins with a symmetr
form.

We note also that the form of Eq.~21! remains unchanged
if S is multiplied either from the left or from the right by
diagonal unitary matrix with entries of the form

Uii 5eif i, ~22!

where the real numbersf i are independent of the lengt
parameterl. The fixed points discussed below will, therefor
also remain unchanged under such phase transformat
We will generally not distinguish betweenS matrices which
differ only by such transformations.

V. FIXED POINTS AND STABILITY ANALYSIS

We will now study the RG flow in some detail. We wi
consider the case of three wires for convenience, altho
much of the discussion below can be generalized to m
than three wires. Let us first find the fixed points of Eq.~21!.
The required condition is thatSF†5FS†, i.e., thatSF† is
Hermitian. It is easy to see that the six cases I–VI conside
above are all fixed points of the RG. In addition, there
another fixed point which we will call case VII. For th
physically interesting situation in which all thea i are posi-
tive, this case is described as follows. We first define a qu
tity a as
le

,
ns.

h
re

d

n-

a5
1

(
i 51

3

a i
21

. ~23!

Then the fixed-pointS matrix has the entries

r ii 52
a

a i
for all i ,

t i j 5AS 12
a

a i
D S 12

a

a j
D for all i , j . ~24!

It is possible to obtain a family of fixed points related to t
above by multiplying the various amplitudes by some pha
as discussed in Eq.~22!. However, we will mainly consider
the above form of case VII for simplicity. Note that for th
case of equal interactions in the three wires~i.e., all thea i
equal to each other!, and l50, the fixed point is a well-
known S matrix whose entries arer ii 52 1

3 for all i, and t i j
5 2

3 for all i , j . This is symmetric under all possible perm
tations of the three wires, and has the maximum transmis
~in all channels simultaneously! allowed by unitarity.

Having found the fixed points of the RG equations, w
can study their stabilities. Let us write a fixed point of theS
matrix asS0, and a small deviation from this as the matr
eS1, wheree is a small real parameter. GivenS0, we are
interested in finding the various flow ‘‘directions’’S1 such
that Eq.~21! takes the simple form

de

dl
5me, ~25!

wherem is a real number. The solution of this equation
e( l )5e(0)exp(ml), wheree(0) is given by the deviation of
the S matrix from S0 at the microscopic~e.g., lattice! scale.
Thusm,0 indicates thatS is stable against a perturbation
the direction of the correspondingS1, while m.0 indicates
an instability in the direction of the correspondingS1. We
now consider the various fixed points in turn, see Fig. 3.@All
the fixed points have directions in whichm50 correspond-
ing to the phase rotations of theS matrix described in Eq.
~22!. We will ignore these directions in the following discu
sion.#

~i! Case I: This turns out to be stable against perturbati
in all directions. There are three directions in whichm takes
the values 2(a11a2)/2, 2(a21a3)/2, and 2(a1
1a3)/2, respectively. These are negative since we are
suming that the interactions in all the wires are repulsi
Note that this result agrees, to first order in thea i , with the
exact results one obtains from bosonization. The oper
which tunnels a particle from wire 1 to wire 2 has the scali
dimension (K11K2)/(2K1K2). For weak interactions, this
is equal to 11(a11a2)/2. Under a RG flow, therefore, th
coefficient of the tunneling operator satisfies Eq.~25! with
m52(a11a2)/2.

~ii ! Cases II–IV: Case II has two stable directions, bo
with m52a3/2 ~these correspond to tunneling from wire
to wire 1 or wire 2!, and one unstable direction withm
5(a11a2)/2 corresponding to reflection between wires
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and 2. These results also agree, to first order in thea i , with
those obtained from bosonization. For tunneling from wire
to wire 1, the operator has the dimension 1/(2K3)1(K1
11/K1)/4; this is equal to 11a3/2 to first order in thea i ,
and therefore givesm52a3/2. A weak reflection between
wires 1 and 2 has the dimension (K11K2)/2 which is equal
to 12(a11a2)/2 to first order. This gives a flow withm
5(a11a2)/2 which goes in the direction of case I. The R
flows in cases III and IV can be worked out similarly.

~iii ! Cases V and VI: Case V has three unstable directi
with m5a1/2, a2/2, anda3/2, respectively. The three direc
tions give flows towards cases II–IV. However, if we sta
out with an appropriate linear combination of the three
rections, we can flow directly to case I. Similarly, one c
work out the flows for case VI.

~iv! Case VII: The stability of flows near this fixed poin
appears to be difficult to study in general. However, the c
of equal interactions,a15a25a35a, can be studied more
easily. It has one unstable direction withm5a which flows
in the direction of case I@this is discussed further in Eq.~35!
below#, and two unstable directions withm52a/3 which
flow towards one of the four cases I–IV depending on
precise choice of the initial direction. Further, for approp
ately chosen directions of the initial flow, one can go fro
cases V and VI to case VII. Near case VII, these corresp
to two stable directions withm52a.

Based on the above, we can state the flow diagram in
space of allS matrices as follows. In general, case I is t
most stable. Cases II–IV are only unstable to a flow towa
case I. Cases V and VI are unstable to flows towards ca
I–IV. Finally, for the case of equal interactionsa i , case VII
is unstable to flow towards cases I–IV, and cases V and
are also unstable to a flow towards case VII~if one starts out
in the appropriate direction!. We have verified this flow dia-
gram numerically by starting from a number ofS matrices
close to the various fixed points and letting them evo
according to Eq.~21!.

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the various time-reversal invar
fixed points for the three-wire junction problem. Cases I–IV a

VII are indicated as~1,1,1!, ~0,0,1!, ~0,1,0!, ~1,0,0!, and (19 , 1
9 , 1

9 ),
where the sets of three numbers denote the modulus squared o
diagonal entries of the respectiveSmatrices. RG flows between th
various fixed points are indicated by the arrows.
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We thus see that the flow diagram for the case of th
wires ~with repulsive interactions on all the wires! is much
richer than in the case of two wires. In the latter case, th
are only two fixed points, a stable one atur 11u5ur 22u51 ~two
disconnected wires!, and an unstable one atut12u5ut21u51 ~a
perfectly transmitting wire!. The RG flow simply goes from
the second point to the first.1,9

VI. CONDUCTANCE OF A THREE-WIRE SYSTEM

Having studied theS matrix for a three-wire system as
function of the RG distance scalel, we can now discuss the
conductance of this system. We will assume that the th
wires, instead of being really semi-infinite, are connected
three Fermi-liquid leads~with the interaction parameter be
ing given byK51) at a large distance from the junction. W
will also assume that there is only one transverse channe
spinless fermions in each wire; in this band, there is a re
tance of e2/h at the contacts between the leads and
wires.10 Although the contacts can themselves scatter
fermions,5 we will ignore such effects here.

We take the fermions in all the leads to have the sa
Fermi energyEF , and the net current on all wires to be ze
in the absence of any applied voltage on the leads. N
suppose that the voltage is changed by a small amountVi on
lead i. Then the net current flowing out of wirei will satisfy
the linear relationship11,10

I i5
e2

h (
j 51

3

Ti j Vj , ~26!

where theTi j ~for iÞ j ) define the various transmission pro
abilities, andTii 11 denote the reflection probabilities. The
are related to theS matrix at the junction as follows:

Ti j 5ut i j u2 for iÞ j ,

Tii 5ur ii u221. ~27!

Since the unitarity of theS matrix implies that

ur ii u21(
j Þ i

ut i j u251, ~28!

we see from Eq.~26! that the currentsI j do not change if all
the voltagesVi are changed by the same amount. When
small voltageVi is applied on leadi in addition to the Fermi
energy, it increases the number of incoming fermions on t
lead by an amount given byeVi times the density of states i
energy per unit length. For noninteracting spinless fermio
in one dimension, the density of states in a continuum the
is given by

r~EF!5
1

2p\vF
, ~29!

wherevF is the Fermi velocity. We assume this expressi
for r(EF) to be the same on all leads. In the absence of
scattering from the contacti or from impurities inside wirei,
these fermions will travel ballistically towards the junctio
where they will be either reflected back or transmitted to o

t
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of the other two wires. Following that, the fermions aga
travel ballistically until they emerge from one of the thr
wires. The outgoing currents are, therefore, given byevF
times the extra number of electrons coming in on wirei
times the appropriate transmission coefficients on the o
two wires and the reflection coefficient~subtracted from the
incoming current! on wire i.

We can now compute the conductance by setting,
wire 3 to be the potential probe, i.e.,I 350.11 Then, using the
set of Eqs.~26!–~28! given above, the corresponding thre
terminal relations are found to be

G12,135
I 1

V12V3
5

e2

h S T121T131
T12T13

T32
D , ~30!

G12,235
I 1

V22V3
5

e2

h S T121T321
T12T32

T13
D , ~31!

where I 152I 2, and the two-terminal conductance is give
by

G12,125
I 1

V12V2
5

e2

h S T121
T13T32

T131T32
D . ~32!

In the above conductance expressions, we have employe
standard convention for specifying the current~first pair of
indices! and voltage~second pair of indices! leads. It is
worth noting the incoherence introduced inG12,12 through
the nonzero transmissions of carriersT13 and T32 into the
additional arm~here, wire 3!. The conductances given i
Eqs. ~31! and ~32! will flow under the RG following Eq.
~21!. Let us begin with someS matrix at a microscopic dis
tance scaled ~such as the spacing between the sites in
lattice model!. The RG flow in Eq.~21! is valid until the
logarithmic length scale reaches a physical long-distance
off. The appropriate cutoff in this problem is the smaller
the scales ln(Li /d) ~whereLi is the length of wirei from the
junction to its lead! and ln(LT /d), where

LT5
\vF

kBT
, ~33!

with T being the temperature.5 For simplicity, let us consider
the case of high temperature whereLT is smaller than all the
wire lengthsLi , but larger than the microscopic lengthd.
Then the RG flow has to be stopped at the scalel T
5 ln(LT /d) since there is no phase coherence at dista
scales larger than this. Now let us suppose that at the mi
scopic level theS-matrix deviates slightly from a fixed poin
S0 by an amounte(0)S1, whereS1 is an unstable direction
with m.0. Then at the scalel T , the deviation is given by

dS~ l T!5S LT

d D m

e~0!S1 . ~34!

We thus see that the deviations fromS0 will grow as 1/Tm as
the temperature decreases. Of course, this is only true as
as the deviation is not too large, since Eq.~25! is only valid
to first order in e. These power-law dependencies of t
er

y,

the
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conductances on the temperature should be observable
perimentally if a three-wire system can be fabricated.

As a specific example, consider case VII in whichS0 has
r ii 52 1

3 and t i j 5
2
3 . If all the interactions are equal, with

a i5a, we saw above that this is unstable to a perturbat
towards case I~three disconnected wires! with m5a. The
small deviation which takes case VII towards case I is giv
by

dS5S i4e23e2 i e215e2/2 i e215e2/2

i e215e2/2 i4e23e2 i e215e2/2

i e215e2/2 i e215e2/2 i4e23e2
D ~35!

to second order in the real parametere. We have gone up to
second order so as to calculate the correction toTi j which
only begins at that order. Namely,t i j 5

2
3 1 i e215e2/2,

which givesTi j 5
4
9 29e2. Sincem5a, the deviation ofTi j

from 4
9 will grow ase2;1/T2a as the temperature is reduce

For example, the two-terminal conductance in this case
be

G12,12
VII 5

e2

h S 2

3
2

27

2
c1T22aD , ~36!

wherec1 is some constant, while the three-terminal condu
tances for this case are identical and are given by

G12,13
VII 5

e2

h S 4

3
227c1T22aD.2G12,12

VII . ~37!

Thus the power-law dependence onT can provide informa-
tion on the strength of the interactiona.

VII. FOUR-TERMINAL CONDUCTANCE
OF A QUANTUM WIRE

We consider here the case of the four-terminal cond
tance of a quantum wire of finite lengthL measured at high
temperatures such that the thermal lengthLT(5\vF /kBT)
. l .

The quantum wire is connected to two reservoirs 1 an
which act as current probes, see Fig. 4. In addition, the qu
tum wire is also weakly coupled to two voltage probes 3 a
4 via identical barriers with tunneling amplitudesd!1. We
consider the current and voltage probes to be semi-infin
two-dimensional electron-gas~2DEG! Fermi-liquid reser-

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of a quantum wire of lengthL ~gray-
shaded region! connected to the two current probes~1 and 2! and
two voltage probes~3 and 4!. The voltage probes are very weak
coupled to the quantum wire via tunneling barriers of amplituded
!1 ~black-shaded regions!.
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voirs; these can be modeled as Tomonaga-Luttinger le
with interaction parameterKL51, i.e., in our case of very
weak interactions,aL50. The quantum wire is itself mod
eled as a TLL with weak repulsive interactions characteri
by a parameteraW . We can now see that this case is akin
that of a system of two three-wire junctions with a comm
arm ~of finite lengthL and withL!LT). Further, one arm in
each of the two three-wire junctions is coupled to the ot
two through a weak tunneling amplitude; this case thus f
somewhere between the fixed point I and any one of
fixed points II–IV discussed earlier.

Following the analysis of Ref. 11, we can write the fou
terminal conductance of this system as

qG12,345
e2

h
T12

~T311T32!~T411T42!

T31T422T32T41
, ~38!

whereTi j stands, as usual, for the transmission from leadi to
lead j. As transmission from lead 1 to lead 2 can take pla
through paths which never cross any of the two tunnel
barriers, we can write~to lowest order ind) T125T12

(0) .
Transmission from lead 3 to lead 1 can take place, to low
order ind, through a path that crosses one tunneling barr
this givesT315dT31

(1) , whereT31
(1) is a positive number of

order 1. Similarly, even the simplest path from lead 3 to le
4 needs the crossing of two barriers, givingT345d2T34

(2) .
Thus, keeping only terms until orderd2, we can writeG12,34
as

G12,345
e2

h
T12

(0)
@T31

(1)1T32
(1)#@T41

(1)1T42
(1)#

T31
(1)T42

(1)2T32
(1)T41

(1)
. ~39!

The four-terminal resistanceR12,3451/G12,34lies in the range
2h/@e2T12

(0)#<R12,34<h/@e2T12
(0)#. The RG flow of the tun-

neling barriersd will take place as given earlier, but with
parameterm which is dependent on the interaction parame
of the quantum wireaW ~note thataL50 for all the four
probes!. Now, as we have identical barriers connecting t
identical voltage probes 3 and 4 to the quantum wire,
various wire-voltage probe transmissions, such
T31

(1) ,T32
(1) ,T41

(1) , andT42
(1) , will have identical power-law de-

pendencies on the temperature. Thus, in the expression~39!
given above, the only temperature dependence ofG12,34 will
come from the RG flow of the transmissionT12

(0) , since all
the temperature dependencies coming from the wire-volt
probe transmissions will cancel out. Further, as the tw
terminal conductanceG12,12;(e2/h)T12

(0) to lowest order in
d, we can see that the temperature dependencies ofG12,12
andG12,34 are identical!

In a recent experiment,12 de Picciottoet al.measured both
the two-terminal resistanceR12,12(51/G12,12) as well as the
four-terminal resistanceR12,34 of a cleaved-edge overgrowt
quantum wire in a GaAs-AlGaAs heterojunction using tw
weakly coupled voltage probes. They found that whileR12,12
is quantized in integer multiples ofh/2e2, R12,34 fluctuated
above and below zero and finally vanished as the gate v
age was made less negative.R12,34 fluctuates about zero be
cause its value depends critically on the invasive nature
the probes@i.e., on the precise values of the transmissio
ds
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T31
(1) , T32

(1) , T41
(1) , and T42

(1)], and the fact that2h/@e2T12
(0)#

<R12,34<h/@e2T12
(0)#. The average value ofR12,34 vanishes

due to the fact that the intrinsic resistance of a quantum w
without any defects or impurities comes from its connectio
to the 2DEG reservoirs, i.e., the so-calledcontact
resistances.12 Our prediction of the identical power-law
variations ofG12,12 andG12,34 with temperature can also b
tested in such an experiment by taking measurements o
two conductances at various temperatures but at a fixed v
of the gate voltage~this holds the values of the various tran
missionsTi j fixed at the microscopic level, and their ob
served values will vary with the temperature through the R
equations!.

VIII. ANALYSIS OF A FOUR-WIRE SYSTEM

We can carry out a similar analysis of the fixed points a
the conductance for a system of four wires meeting a
junction. In this section, we will assume for simplicity th
the interaction parametersa i5a are equal on all the wires.

Let us first consider the fixed points of the RG Eq.~21!
for a four-wire system. To begin with, one can readily ide
tify 4! 524 fixed points which are natural generalizations
the 3!56 fixed points~cases I–VI! that we found above for
the three-wire system. These fixed points correspond to
the possible ways in which each row~or column! of the S
matrix at the junction has only one nonzero entry who
modulus is equal to 1. We thus have the following possib
ties.

~i! The simplest case is one in which all the four wires a
disconnected from each other. TheSmatrix is then diagonal,
with all the diagonal entries having unit modulus.

~ii ! There are six cases in which two of the wires a
disconnected from all the others, while the remaining t
wires transmit perfectly into each other.

~iii ! There are three cases in which pairs of wires~say, 1,2
and 3,4! transmit perfectly into each other.

~iv! There are eight cases in which one wire~say, wire 4!
is disconnected from the other three, while the other th
wires ~1–3! are connected to each other cyclically as
Cases V and VI for the three-wire system.

~v! There are six cases in which the four wires transm
perfectly into each other in a cyclical way, such as 1 into
2 into 3, 3 into 4, and 4 into 1.

We note that the 10 cases given in~i!–~iii ! above are
invariant under time reversal if we choose all the entries
the S matrix to be real; these 10 cases allow bosonization
be done. The 14 cases in~iv!–~v! necessarily violate time-
reversal invariance; they can also be bosonized.

In addition to the 24 cases given above, there are
more fixed points of the RG equations. Four of these co
spond to situations in which one of the wires~say, 4! is
disconnected from the other three, while the other three w
~1–3! have the completely symmetric and maximally tran
mitting S matrix of the form given in case VII above. Th
fifth case corresponds to the case in which the four wi
have a completely symmetric and maximally transmittingS
matrix; the diagonal and off-diagonal entires of this mat
are given by2 1

2 and 1
2 , respectively.
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We thus have a total of 29 fixed points for a four-wi
system in contrast to seven fixed points for the three-w
system. In addition to these 29 cases, we will now see
the four-wire system has some new classes of fixed po
which do not exist for systems with less than four wire
Namely, there existtwo-parameter familiesof fixed points in
the four-wire system. In contrast to these, the fixed points
the two- and three-wire systems are all isolated points,
they have no variable parameters~apart from some trivial
phases!.

Although we have not studied all the two-parameter fam
lies of fixed points in the four-wire system, we can exhi
some of these families explicitly. Two examples are given

S5S 0 x1 iy1 0

x2 0 0 iy2

iy2 0 0 x2

0 iy1 x1 0

D , ~40!

where xi and yi are four real numbers satisfying the co
straintsx1

21y1
25x2

21y2
251, and

S5S 0 x 2y 2z

x 0 2z y

2y z 0 x

z y x 0

D , ~41!

wherex, y andz are three real numbers satisfying the co
straintx21y21z251. @It is easy to see that these are fix
points of Eq.~21! since the diagonal matrixF is equal to zero
for these families.# Note that these two families have som
members in common which are obtained by settingx15x2
5x, y15y25y andz50, and then performing some pha
transformations. Further, these families include some of
fixed points given earlier as special cases.

The two-parameter families are fixed points of the RG E
~21! which are only valid to first order in the interactio
parametera. Do they remain fixed points if we go to highe
orders ina? One way to answer this question is to use
technique of bosonization. As remarked earlier, it does
seem possible to bosonize an interacting fermionic theory
all possibleS matrices. Fortunately, the two-parameter fam
lies described above contain some special points at w
bosonization can be done. For instance, consider theSmatrix

S5S 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

D , ~42!

which corresponds to wires 1,2~and wires 3,4! transmitting
perfectly into each other. We can bosonize this system;
equal interaction strengths on all the wires, the boso
theory will have the same parameterK for all wires. We then
turn on small perturbations corresponding to eithery1 ,y2 in
the family given in Eq.~40!, or y,z in the family given in Eq.
~41!. These correspond to hopping at the junction betw
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wire 1 ~or 2! and wire 3~or 4!. All these hopping operators
have the scaling dimension (K11/K)/2 which is necessarily
larger than 1; hence they are irrelevant, and the perturbeS
matrices will therefore flow back to Eq.~42! under the RG.
For weak interactions withK512a, we see that the scaling
dimension differs from 1 only at ordera2 and higher, which
explains why these small perturbations look like fixed poi
at ordera.

We therefore conclude that the two-parameter famil
given above are generallynot fixed points of the exact~i.e.,
to all orders in the interaction strengths! RG equations. Al-
though we have shown this only in the vicinity of som
bosonizable points, it is plausible that this statement will a
be true for most other members of the families. Howev
this does not rule out the possibility that there may be n
trivial and isolated members of these families which a
fixed points of the exact RG equations. Let us presen
plausible example of such a nontrivial fixed point. We co
sider a one-parameter family ofS matrices of the form

S5S 0 x iy 0

x 0 0 iy

iy 0 0 x

0 iy x 0

D , ~43!

wherex21y251 and 0<x,y<1. The two end points of this
family given by (x,y)5(1,0) and (0,1) are bosonizable b
cause they consist of pairs of perfectly transmitting wir
~1,2 and 3,4 at the first point, and 1,3 and 2,4 at the sec
point! which transmit perfectly into each other. Within th
one-parameter family, the bosonization approach discus
above shows that both the end points are stable, since s
perturbations from them@corresponding to turning ony1
5y2 in Eq. ~40!# are irrelevant. The simplest possibility
therefore, is that there is one unstable fixed point which
between the two end points; since the interaction strength
all the wires are equal, this fixed point is likely to be at t
half-way point given byx5y51/A2. However, we are un-
able to directly verify that this is an unstable fixed point
the exact RG equations since this point does not seem t
bosonizable.

To summarize, we see that the pattern of fixed points
RG flows for a four-wire system is immensely more comp
cated than those of two- and three-wire systems. We do
have a complete classification of the fixed points for a fo
wire system. Some families ofSmatrices which appear to b
fixed points at first order in the interaction strengths turn
not to be fixed points at higher orders.

We now turn to a discussion of the temperature depend
cies of the conductance corrections. Our arguments will
very similar to those given for a three-wire system at the e
of Sec. VI. We consider the vicinity of one particular fixe
point of the four-wire system, namely, the completely sy
metric and maximally transmittingS matrix. Let us perturb
this in a completely symmetric way, so that the entries of
S matrix are given by
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1

2
1 i3e23e2,

t i j 5
1

2
1 i e25e2 ~44!

to second order in the small real numbere. ~This perturba-
tion will eventually lead to the situation in which all the fou
wires are disconnected from each other.! Using Eq.~21!, we
find that the perturbation initially grows as in Eq.~34! with
m5a. The arguments presented in Sec. VI therefore im
that at high temperature, the transmission probabilitiesTi j
5 1

4 24e2 vary with temperature as

Ti j 5
1

4
2c2T22a, ~45!

wherec2 is some constant.
We can also compute the four-terminal conductances

this system by following the arguments of Ref. 11 and tho
given in Secs. VI and VII. For a set of four probes$mnkl%
~which will be a permutation of$1234%), we can write the
relation between the currentsI m52I n5I 1 , I k52I l5I 2 and
the voltagesV15(mm2mn)/e, V25(mk2m l)/e ~where m i
denotes the chemical potential of thei th probe! as

S I 1

I 2
D 5

e2

h S a11 2a12

a21 a22
D S V1

V2
D , ~46!

where

a115@~12T11!P2~T141T12!~T411T21!#/P,

a125~T12T342T14T32!/P,

a215~T21T432T41T23!/P,

a225@~12T22!P2~T211T23!~T321T12!#/P,

P5T121T141T321T345T211T411T231T43. ~47!

The general expression for the four-terminal resista
Rmn,kl51/Gmn,kl ~which has six permutations! can then be
written as

Rmn,kl5
h

e2

TkmTln2TknTlm

D
, ~48!

where D5(a11a222a12a21)/P. From here, we can easil
work out the four-terminal resistances for the case of
completely symmetric and maximally transmittingS matrix
@using Eq.~44!#. In this case, however, asa125a2150, all
four-terminal resistances will simply giveRmn,kl50. This
result is interesting for the following reason: while all th
four-terminal resistancesRmn,kl vanish if the system is ex
actly at the fully symmetric fixed point, the above sugge
y
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that they continue to stay zero as long as interactions
weak and the RG flows of the various elements of theS
matrix take place in a symmetric fashion. This means tha
this case, the variousRmn,kl will continue to be zero even a
the temperature is varied.

The other interesting~and experimentally relevant! case
for which conductances can be computed is that of t
crossed, perfectly transmitting quantum wires which are c
nected via the tunneling of electrons at one point. This po
is characterized by theSmatrix given earlier in Eq.~42!. We
have already seen that the hopping between the two wire
an irrelevant process. Further, we can treat any small refl
tion in either of the two perfectly transmitting wires pertu
batively; from the work of Kane and Fisher,1 it is known that
such perturbations are relevant and will grow so as to cut
wires ~i.e., they flow under the RG towards the perfec
reflecting stable fixed point characterized by anS matrix
equal to unity!. Thus, there is nothing new to be found in th
computation of the conductances in this case.

Finally, we would like to mention the work of Komnik
and Egger on crossed quantum wires.13 In addition to the
hopping operators considered above, they study the effec
a density-density interaction between the two wires at
point where they cross; they show that such an interac
can have a nontrivial effect if the interactions in the wires a
sufficiently strong. However, such strong interactions are
yond the purview of our analysis; for the case of weak int
actions considered here, such interactions are irrelevant.

IX. TOMONAGA-LUTTINGER LIQUIDS WITH SPIN

It is not difficult to extend all the results above to the ca
of interacting fermions with spin. Let us first discuss t
form of the interactions. We again begin with a short-ran
interaction as in Eq.~4! where the density is now a sum o
the form

r5C↑
†C↑1C↓

†C↓ . ~49!

The second-quantized fieldsC↑ and C↓ have expansions
near the Fermi points of the form given in Eq.~3!. ~We
assume that there is no magnetic field, so that spin-↑ and
spin-↓ electrons have the same Fermi energy.! Following the
arguments leading up to Eq.~6!, we can show that

Hint5E dx (
s,s85↑,↓

Fg1C Is
† COs8

† C Is8COs

1g2C Is
† COs8

† COs8C Is1
1

2
g4~C Is

† C Is8
† C Is8C Is

1COs
† COs8

† COs8COs!G , ~50!

where
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g15Ṽ~2kF!,

g25g45Ṽ~0!. ~51!

Yue et al. show that the backscattering interaction govern
by g1 leads to a logarithmic renormalization of the intera
tion parametersg1 and g2;7 we will ignore that effect here
since it plays no role to first order in thegi . We can also
ignore the effects of theg4 term; it renormalizes the velocity
but it does not contribute to the reflection from the Fried
oscillations which is what leads to the RG flow of theS
matrix.

If there is a nonzero reflection amplituder on wire i, then
there will again be Friedel oscillations given by Eqs.~11! and
~12! for both spin-↑ and spin-↓ electrons. Then the interac
tions will lead to scattering of incoming electrons to outg
ing electrons~and vice versa!; this is given by the following
Hartree-Fock decomposition of Eq.~50!,

H int52
i ~g222g1!

4p E
0

`

dx@r * ~C I↑
† CO↑1C I↓

† CO↓!

2r ~CO↑
† C I↑1CO↓

† C I↓!#. ~52!

@This may be compared with Eq.~13! for spinless fermions.#
We see from Eq.~52! that the spin-↑ and spin-↓ electrons
have decoupled from each other in this approximati
Hence the RG analysis given above for spinless fermi
will go through similarly here. The only difference is that th
interaction parametera is now given by

a5
Ṽ~0!22Ṽ~2kF!

2p\vF
, ~53!

instead of a5@Ṽ(0)2Ṽ(2kF)#/(2p\vF) in the spinless
case. We thus see that to first order in the interact
the analysis remains essentially the same for spinless
spinful fermions. Finally, the conductances have fact
of 2e2/h for spinful fermions in place ofe2/h for spinless
fermions but have similar temperature power laws depend
on the interaction parametera defined above. In fact, i
should be possible to detect such power laws in exis
three-arm and four-arm quantum wire systems built
the voltage-gate patterning on the 2DEG in Ga
heterojunctions.14,15 While the early experiments with suc
systems focused on carrier transport in the presence o
external magnetic field and the effects of geometry,14 mea-
suring the two-terminal, three-terminal, and four-termin
conductances for fixed values of the various gate volta
but at different temperatures should again reveal ident
power-law variations as discussed earlier for spinless fer
ons. In fact, similar studies using the technique developed
Shepardet al.15 for directly measuring the transmission m
trix elements of such junctions should be able to show
temperature power-law variations of the various transmiss
probabilities.
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X. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have derived the RG equations for
generalS matrix at the junction of several quantum wire
and we have discussed the consequences of these equ
for the conductances across the system. The RG flows a
result of interactions in the wires; there is no flow if th
interaction parametersa i are all zero. Our results differ con
siderably from those of Ref. 6 that found RG flows even
the absence of interactions in the wires. This differen
seems to be due to their model of the junction; they hav
spin-12 degree of freedom sitting there which interacts w
the electrons on the wires. This gives rise to a nontriv
interacting model of the Kondo type even if there are
interactions in the wires. Their flow diagram is, therefo
quite different from ours. Further, they only consider the ca
where both theS matrix and the interactions are symmetr
under all possible permutations of the wires, however, th
are able to use bosonization to study the case of an arbit
interaction strength.

Our work can clearly be generalized to the case of m
than four wires meeting at a junction. The RG flow diagra
will rapidly get more complicated as the number of wir
increases. Physically, we expect the cases of three and
wires to be the easiest to study; these two cases arise in
experiments discussed earlier14,15 as well as in the cases o
Y-branched carbon nanotubes16 and crossed carbon
nanotubes.17

Besides the restriction to weak interactions in the wir
our work has the limitation that we have assumed linear
lations between the incoming and outgoing fermion fields.
principle, other interesting things can happen at a juncti
For instance, there may be Andreev reflection in which
fermion striking the junction from one wire is reflected ba
as a hole while two fermions are transmitted into some of
other wires.6 Even more complicated things may occur f
the case of spinful fermions. Some of these phenomena
be expressed as boundary conditions at the junction in
bosonic language, but not in the fermionic language. We
pect that such bosonic boundary conditions will require
method of analysis which is very different from the on
which we have used to study the fermionS matrix in this
paper.

Finally, it remains a challenging problem to see if some
the nontrivial fixed points that we have found~such as case
VII for the three-wire case! can be bosonized for arbitrar
interaction strengths. Bosonizing such points would lead t
much more complete picture of the RG flows besides
creasing our understanding of conformal field theories w
boundaries.
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